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We consider estimates motivated by extreme value theory for the correlation parameter of a 
first-order autoregressive process whose innovation distribution F is either positive or supported 
on a finite interval. In the positive support case, F is assumed to be regularly varying at zero, 
whereas in the finite support case, F is assumed to be regularly varying at the two endpoints of 
the support. Examples include the exponential distribution and the uniform distribution on r-1, 11. 
The limit distribution of the proposed estimators is derived using point process techniques. These 
estimators can be vastly superior to the classical least squares estimator especially when the 
exponent of regular variation is small. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: 62Ml0, 60F05, 62MO9. 
AR( 1) processes * regular variation * point processes 
1. Introduction 
Consider the causal AR(l) process {X,} satisfying the difference equations 
x,=+x,-,+2,, ?=O,*l,..., (1.1) 
where /4(< 1 and (2,) is an iid sequence of random variables. If 2, has finite 
variance then 4 = corr(X,, X,,,) and the estimator 
$=c::: (x,-X)(x,+,-x)/c:=, (X,-JQ2, x=n-‘C:,, x,, 
is asymptotically normal with mean 4 and asymptotic variance n-‘( 1 - 42), i.e. 
n”2($ - @)JJv(O, 1 - 4’). 
In this paper, we study the asymptotic properties of alternative estimates of 4 for 
two types of innovation distributions. 
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In the first case, we assume 4 > 0 and that the distribution function F of Z, is 
concentrated on [0, co) and is of regular variation at zero. Practical application for 
such autoregressive models with positive innovations are described in Collings 
(1975) and Tavares (1978), where the sequence in (1.1) describes the input process 
for dams. An important class of models of the form (1.1) was introduced by Lawrance 
and Lewis (1977) and Gaver and Lewis (1980), in which the authors determined 
the innovation process which leads to a marginally gamma distributed sequence. 
In the case of a first-order autoregressive exponential process, Raftery (1980) 
determined the limiting distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate for the 
correlation coefficient. While the maximum likelihood estimate is analytically 
difficult to work with, a simple estimator based on the positivity of the errors 
naturally suggests itself. From the observation, 
we might then expect that W, =min,,,,, X,/X,_, is a reasonably good estimator 
of 4. In fact, Gaver and Lewis p. 735 suggest this estimator of the correlation 
coefficient in their model. In Section 2 we show that W, + 4 a.s. and that a,‘( W,, - 4) 
converges in distribution where a, = F-‘(PI-‘). In particular, if f(x) = F’(x) exists 
and f(0) > 0, then a,’ - nf(0). 
It is worth noting that if F has a density functionf, then the maximum likelihood 
estimator, 6, satisfies the inequality 
In many instances, for example if f is the exponential density, the conditional 
maximum likelihood estimator (conditional on Xi) will be equal to W,,. However, 
as in the related case of estimating a location parameter in the iid setting (see 
Woodroofe (1974) and Smith (1985)), we suspect that 4 and W,, have the same 
order of convergence when f(x) - cffxap’ as xl0 and 1 < (Y < 2. 
For the second case, we assume that the distribution F of Z, has bounded support 
say on [x,, x,] and that F is regularly varying at x0 and x, . For notational simplicity 
assume [x,, x,] = [-1, l] and observe that 
x 1 x 1 
---- @ sx,_I+(X,-I(* X,-l IX,-II 
Now defining 
--- 1 
and 
T2,n = i X,+1 ,=, x,-, 1 IX,-II ’ 
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we show in Section 3 that a,‘( T,,n - 4) and LZ,‘( T2,n - 4) converge in distribution 
and are asymptotically independentwhere a, is the left continuous inverse of the 
function F(-l+.)+l-F(l-.) at n-‘. 
The proofs of the main results in this paper rely heavily on point process methods 
from extreme value theory. The essential idea is to first establish the convergence 
of a sequence of point processes based on simple quantities and then apply the 
continuous mapping theorem to obtain convergence of the desired statistics. 
2. The case F has positive support 
Let {X,} be the stationary AR(l) process satisfying the difference equations 
x,=+x,_,+z,, t=0,*0,*1,..., (2.1) 
where O< C$ < 1 and {Z,} is an iid sequence of random variables with common 
distribution function F. We shall assume F(0) = 0 and that F is regularly varying 
at zero with exponent (Y, i.e. there exists (Y > 0 such that 
limF!tlc)=xn 
r&o F(r) 
for all x>O. (2.2) 
Note that regular variation at zero of F is equivalent to regular variation at infinity 
(with exponent --LY) of the function F(l/x) and that any distribution function with 
density f(x) - cxa-’ as x + 0 satisfies (2.2). We also assume the moment condition 
J xPF(dx) < co for some p > a. (2.3) 
It then follows easily (e.g. Yohai and Maronna (1977)) that the unique stationary 
solution to (2.1) is given by 
(2.4) 
J=o 
Now define 
X, 
W, = min - 
,=,=n x,_,’ (2.5) 
We shall show that a,‘( W, - 4) converges in distribution where 
a, = F’(n-‘) := inf{x: F(x) > n-‘}. (2.6) 
In addition, we show the same limit law holds if X, is replaced by the nonstationary 
solution {X,} defined by 
2, = 1 0 if r = 0, &C_,+Z, if t>l, 
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which has the representation 
f-1 
2, = c (fLz-j. 
j=O 
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Before embarking on the proof of the limit distribution, we prove two preliminary 
lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Z and Y be two positive and independent random variables with 
distribution functions F and G, respectively. Suppose F satisjes (2.2) and EYP <CO 
for some p > a. Then 
lim P[ZY_’ s x] 
xl0 P[Zs x] 
= EY”. 
Proof. Replacing x by x-‘, the left hand side is 
P[Z_’ Y ?= x] 
!?: P[Z_‘> x] 
and since the distribution of Z-’ is regularly varying at infinity with exponent -0, 
the result follows by a simple dominated convergence argument (see Cline (1983) 
or Proposition 3 in Breiman (1965)). q 
The next two results involve the convergence in distribution of a sequence of 
point processes. For background information on point processes see Chapter 3 in 
Resnick (1987) or Kallenberg (1983). Let E be a state space, which for our purposes 
will be a subset of Euclidean space. For each x E E, let E,( *) denote the measure 
which assigns unit mass to the point x and zero elsewhere. Let M,,(E) denote the 
class of nonnegative integer-valued Radon measures on E, A,(E) the u-algebra 
generated by the vague topology, and C:(E) the collection of continuous functions 
E + [0, CD) with compact support. A point measure on E is a measurable map from 
a probability space (a, 9, P) into ( Mp( E), Ju,( E)). Since the vague topology renders 
M,(E) a complete separable metric space, we may speak of convergence in distribu- 
tion of point processes which will be denoted by +. Finally, we write 5 is PRM(dv) 
to indicate that .$ is a Poisson process with intensity measure V. 
Lemma 2.2. Let {X,} be the stationary AR(l) process (2.1) where F satisjies (2.2) 
and (2.3). Let &, and .$ be the point processes on the space E = [0, 00) x (0, a] dejined 
by 
n 
&I = c &(ah’Z,,X,_,) 
t=, 
and 
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where Cr=‘=, ejl is PRM((Yx”~’ dx) and { Yk} is an iid sequence of random variables, 
independent of C;Y= 1 Ej,, with Yl 5 X, . In other words, 8 is PRM(crx”-’ dx x G(dy)), 
where G(y) = P[X, c y]. 7’hen in M,(E), 
Proof. First observe that by (2.2) and (2.6) 
nF( a,x) + xa. 
For q > 1, let X,,q be the moving average 
(2.8) 
x,q = i Nzt-, 
j=O 
and set 
n 
5w = c ~(ablz,,x,-,,,,)~ 
,=I 
For any bounded rectangle, (cl, d,] x (c,, d,], we have from (2.8) and the indepen- 
dence of Z, and X,_,,, that 
&5,y((c,, 41 x (c,, 41) = nP[ai’G E (cl, 411P[XI,, E (~2, All 
+ (d: - cP)J’[ Yl,q E Cc,, 411 (2.9) 
where Y,,q z C,?, 4’4. Moreover, since the stationary sequence {(Z,, X,_,,q), 
t=O,*1,. . .} is (q + 1) dependent, it follows that for all (x, y) E [0, 00) x (0, ~1, 
[n/k1 
limsupn C P[a,‘Z,~x,X,,~y,a,‘Zj+,~X,Xj,,cy] 
n+oC j=l 
4 lim sup n(n/k)P2[Z, s a,x] 
n-a: 
= x2”/k 
+O (2.10) 
as k+co. Thus, applying a standard point process convergence argument for 
m-dependent sequences satisfying (2.9) and (2.10) (see Theorem 2.1 in Davis 
and Resnick (1988) or Adler (1978)), it follows that 
&4*54 
where &, = Cr=, E(j,, Yr,,,) and { Yk,,y} is iid with Yk,q 4 YI,4. 
Since & is PRM with intensity measure axa-’ dx x P[ Y,,q E dy] which converges 
vaguely to the intensity measure of 5, it follows that 
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To complete the proof, it suffices to show by Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) and 
the definition of the vague metric that for all n > 0 and f~ C:(E), f”- 1, 
(2.11) 
Suppose the support off is contained in the compact set [0, c] x [0, CO]. Since f is 
uniformly continuous, given E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
whenever Ix -yI < S. Intersecting the event in (2.11) with the set nE=, ({a,‘& > c} u 
{ix,-, -xk-,,,l < 6)) an d t i s complement, the probability in (2.11) is bounded by 
+2P[a,‘Z,~c]P[~X,-X&=8]+P : 
[ 
eC76’ZI([0, Cl)’ 77/E 
k=l I 
+ c”P[IX, - X,,,I a aI+ P[5([0, cl x LO, al) > 77/&l. 
By first choosing F > 0 small and then q large, this bound can be made arbitrarily 
small which completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let {X,} be the stationary AR(l) process (2.1) where F satisfies (2.2) 
and (2.3). Dejine the point processes 7, and 77 on [0, ~0) by 
where CTzp=, sjil. and { Yk} are us dejned in the statement of Lemma 2.2. In particular 
77 is PRM(EXy(ax”-’ dx)). Then in M,([O, a)), 
Proof. Let M > 0 be a continuity point of the distribution of X, and consider the 
map T: [0, M] x (0, a]+ [0, ~0) given by 
T(z, x) =f. 
Since T-‘(K) is compact for K compact in [0, M] x (0, co], it follows from Lemma 
2.2, Proposition 3.18 in Resnick (1987) and the continuous mapping theorem, that 
in M,([O, a)) 
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As M+q 
F EjA/Y,1[j,GA4]” kt, &j,/YA a.s. 
k=l 
and therefore by Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) it is enough to check that for 
all fe C:([O, a)), f s 1, 
n 
lim lim sup E fdqz- C f(a,'z,lX,~,)l,,,l,,,l =a M-cc *-cc ,=I 
But since a,‘(X,/X,_, - 4) = a,‘(Z,/X,_l), this expectation is bounded by 
c nP[a,‘z,/X,~ c, a;‘Z, > Ml 
where we have assumed the support off is contained in [0, c]. NOW this last term 
is bounded by 
nP[a,‘Z, s cX,, cX,> M] = nP[a,‘Z, 5 cX&cx,,,,~~I 
which, by applying Lemma 2.1 with Y = cXJ~~~,>,+,~ and (2.6), converges to 
cCLE-G4exo>w Since EX,” <co, this limit converges to zero as M + 00 from which 
we conclude v,,=+q. q 
Corollary 2.4. With W,, := r\y=, Xj/X,_, , we have 
F_n_P[a,‘(W,-4)c,Sx]=I--exp{-x”}, x>O, 
where cm = ( EXp)“” and W, + C$ a.s. 
Proof. We have 
P[a;‘( K - 4)~ > xl = P[rln([O, xIcal) = 01 
+ prrlm X/Cal) =Ol 
= exp{-x”}. 
Since a,’ -+ 00 we must have W,, G 4. But this implies W,, + 4 a.s. since W, 2 4 
and is nonincreasing. 0 
In the following corollary, the same limit law is achieved for the corresponding 
statistic of the nonstationary AR(l) process 2, given by (2.7). 
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Corollary 2.5. Let {%,, f = 0, 1, . . .} be the nonstationary AR( 1) process given by (2.7) 
and dejine I?,, = r\,y=, X;/Xj_l. Then 
lim P[a,‘(I?n-4)c,Gx]=1-exp{-x”}, x>O 
n-u3 
where c, is as specified in Corollary 2.4 and @,, -+ 4 a.s. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 2.4 it suffices to show 
a,‘( w, - *J 5 0. 
Let k, be the integer part of 22’ In n and define 
V,, =A X,/X,_, and c,, =A X,/g,_,. 
k,, k,, 
We first show 
a,‘(V,-PJGO. 
From (2.4) and the representation following (2.7) we see that 
x,=2,+&X, 
and since X, -4X,_, = 2, - $z,-, = 2, we have 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
I = k,, 
The function P[Z;‘> -1 is regularly varying at infinity with exponent --o/2 so that 
by Karamata’s theorem EZla’* < a. By assumption EZy’4< ~0 which implies 
EX;14 < ~0 and hence by the independence of Z,, Z,_, , X,,, and applying Markov’s 
inequality, 
P a,’ ii {z,~‘-‘x,/z:_,}> F 
r = k,, I 
S jJ (const)a,n’4rf+’ 
r=k,, 
G (const)a,“‘4rkn/(1 -r) 
where r = dai4. But since a,, is regularly varying with exponent -(Y-I, it follows 
that n-l/*a’,a/4 + 0 and hence the 
k,. This proves (2.13). 
Now by Boole’s inequality and 
above bound converges to zero by the choice of 
Lemma 2.1 
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Since a;‘( W, -0) is bounded in probability, it follows that a,‘( V,, - 4) is also 
bounded in probability and therefore 
P[a,‘~W,-V,~>&]~P a,’ 
[ 
A Z -<a,‘(V,-4) +o. 
t=2 x-1 1 (2.14) 
By virtue of (2.13), a;‘( F,, - 4) must also be bounded in probability so that by 
using the above argument once again, we conclude a,‘( I&‘,, - ?,,I,, s 0. This combined 
with (2.13) and (2.14) proves (2.12). 0 
Remark. If the distribution function of 2, is exponential, then I@,, is the maximum 
likelihood estimator of 4 based on the observations X1,. . . , %,,. 
3. The case F is supported on I-1,1] 
As before, let {X,} be the AR(l) process satisfying 
x,=f$x,_,+z,, t=0,*1,..., (3.1) 
where 14]< 1 and {Z,} is iid with common distribution F. Suppose F is supported 
on [-1, I], is regularly varying at its endpoints and satisfies a balancing condition 
at the two endpoints. That is, we assume there exists LY > 0 such that for all x > 0 
lim 
P[Z,C-l+tx] 
tlo P,z,~-I+t]+PIZ,>l-t]=~X” 
and 
lim 
P[Z, > 1 - tx] 
rJ.0 ~[z,~-l+tl+PIZ,rl-tl=PX” 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where 0 G p, q and p + q = 1. Define the sequence of positive constants a, by 
a, = g’( n-‘) (3.4) 
where g is the nondecreasing function g(x) = P[Z, s - 1 +x] + P[Zr > 1 -xl which 
by (3.2) and (3.3) is regularly varying at zero with index CC It follows from (3.2)-(3.4) 
and the basic properties of regularly varying functions that 
nP[u,‘(Z, + 1) s x] + qx* and nP[u;‘(-Z,+l)~x]+px”. (3.5) 
Since the solution to (3.1) is given by 
x, = f @z,-j (3.6) 
j=O 
the distribution of X, is supported on the interval [-yo, y,] = [-1, l]/(l - 141). We 
shall also consider the nonstationary solution to (3.1) (see (2.7)) given by 
2,= c @z,-,, l2 1. 
j=O 
(3.7) 
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Lemma 3.1. Let {X,} and (2,) be the stationary and nonstationary, respectively, 
AR(l) processes dejined in (3.6) and (3.7) where Fsatisjies (3.2) and (3.3). Let &, 
~~,and~bethepointprocessesonthespaceE,=([0,oo]2\{(co,oo)})~[-y,,y,]deJined 
by 
” 
&I= c E( a,‘(z,+l),ag’~~z,+l~,X,,), ;n = i &(ob’(z,+l),or’(-z,+l),~,-,) 
*=1 1=1 
and 
CEkIF, (&(j ,.m.Y,,)+&(,,j,,,Y,,)), 
where CF=‘=, ejl, is PRM(qrwx”-’ dx), C;P=, Ejk2 is PRM(pax”-’ dx), {Y&, j= 1,2, 
k>l} is iid with Y,, z X1, and the three quantities are independent. In particular, 
.$ is PRM(dv) where 
v(dx, dy, dz) = (aqxa-’ dx) x c,(dy) x G(dz) 
+ E,(dx) x (spy”-’ dy) x G(dz), 
and G(y) = PIXI s y]. Then in M,,(E,) 
5,,*5 and t,,*S. 
Proof. First note that if x, y E [0, CO], with x A y <cc and z E [-yO, yO], then by (3.5) 
&n([O, xl x [O, Yl x L-Y,, zl) 
= nP[a,‘(Z, + 1) S x, a,‘(-2, + 1) C y]P[X,< z] 
+ 40, xl x [O, VI x [-Yo, 21). 
Thus Et,, ( . ) converges vaguely to the measure v and hence it follows from the same 
argument given for Lemma 2.2 that & 3 5. 
To prove &,+t, we shall show jfd&,--jfd&,nO for all f~ C:(E,), j-“-l. 
Suppose the support off is contained in the set A = K x [-y,,, yO] where K is a 
compact subset of [0, co12\{( ~0, CO)}. Then, with k,, = [In n], 
E ? f(a,‘(Z,+ l), a,‘(-&+ l), X,-J 
,=l 
C (In n)P[(a;‘(Z,+ l), a;‘(-Z,+ 1))E K]+O 
and similarly for the case when g,_, is replaced by X,-i. So for the remainder of 
the proof we assume without loss of generality that the lower summation index on 
& and i,, is k,,. If w(6) is the modulus of continuity off, then 
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Since X,-r -X,-r = f$-‘XO, 
p 
[ 
,i IXr-l--%ll~~ 1 s i P[~~~'-'~x,~~ 6]=0 I, r=k,, 
for n large because I~l’~‘lXol~-J~l’-1y,<6 fort large. Thussince w(S)+Oas 6+0 
and [,,+[, it follows that the difference in (3.8) can be made arbitrarily small in 
probability. i? 
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions and notation of Lemma 3.1, define the sequence 
of point processes v,,, <,,, and 77 on E = [O, ~]2\{(~, ~0)) by 
77, = li &(ab’(Z,/X _ I ,+1/lX,-,l),a,'(~Z,IX,~,+~Il~~-,l))~ 
,=k 
7j” = i E(a,‘(Z,/R , ,+1/l~,~,l~,ab’~-z,/~,-,+l/l~,~,l~~~ 
t=2 
and 
where xt = x v 0 and x- = (-x) v 0. Then in M,(E) 
v,,+q and ;i+v. 
Remark 1. We adopt the convention that if a point of the point measure is not in 
the state space, then it has no contribution to the point measure and therefore can 
be ignored. For example, if X,-r =O, then (a,‘(Z,/X,_,+ l/IX,_,]), a,‘(-2,/X,-,+ 
1/1X,+,1)) = (CO, m)E E and hence can be neglected from nn. The same comment 
applies to n in case Ytj = 0. 
Remark 2. The limit point measure n is PRM(dp) with 
p(dx, dy) = E,(dx) x c,czy”-‘(dy)+ c,axa-‘(dx) x E,(dy) 
where cr = pE(X:)a + qE (XT)” and c2 = E(X,(* - c, see Proposition 3.7 in Resnick ( 
(1987)). 
Proof. Let A4 E (0, yO] be a continuity point of the distribution of IX,] and set 
EM = E x {y: M G (yl s yO}. Consider the map T: E,+ [0, aI2 given by T(x, y, z) = 
(T,(x, Y, z), T2(4 Y, ~1) where 
T =” lrz+>o,+Y lcz->o,+~lI,=q, 
z Z- 
T2=? lIz->Ol+y ltz+>,,,+~lt,=,, 
Z- Z+ 
with the understanding that 00 . 0 = 0. Since T, and T2 are continuous on EM, T is 
also continuous on EM. Moreover, if K is a compact subset of E, then it is easy to 
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see that T-‘(K) n EM is compact. Now to prove q, + n it suffices to show jf dnn + 
jfdn for all f~ Cl(E). Since P[t(aE,) = 0] = 1 (aEM is the boundary of E,), it 
follows from the preceding lemma and Lemma 4.4 in Kallenberg (1983) that 
I 
f"Td5n* fo Tdt. 
EM I EM 
Clearly, jEM f 0 T dt + j f dq a.s. as M + 0 and since 
T(a,‘(Z,+l), a,‘(-Z,+l), Xl-,) = 
-z, 1 
- - 
X,-l + I&II )> 
for X,_, # 0, we have If dnn = jEb f 0 T d& + jEM f 0 T d& where we put f(a, 00) =
0. Thus, appealing to Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968), the proof will be complete 
once we show that for all S > 0 
lim lim sup P 
[I 
fo Td&,>6 =O. 
Me.0 n-m E,& I 
(3.9) 
If f is supported on the set ([0, c] x [0, ~1) u ([0, 001 x [0, cl), c < ~0, then the proba- 
bility in (3.9) is bounded by 
P ,el a,’ z’+1 
[ 1 ( X,-l IX,-,I > 
SC,O<IX,_,I<M 
II 
+P 5 a;’ - 
[I( 
-z, 1 
- GC,O<lX,_,I<M . 
r=, L, + IX,-II > II 
For each of these terms, we have the bound 
P ij a,’ 
[ ( *z, 1 - 1=1 X,-l + PLII - SC,O<IX,-,I<M > 1 
=%n(P[a,‘(~Z,+1)ccM]P[0<X,<M] 
+P[a,‘(rz,+l]GcM]P[-M<X,<O]). 
By (3.5) the lim SUP,,,~ ofthisboundis~(cM)“P([O<]Xo~<M]+OasM+Ofrom 
which (3.9) now follows. This completes the proof of nnJr]. 
The proof of ij,, + n is identical and hence is omitted. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let {Xt} and {_%*} be the stationary and nonstationary, respectively, 
AR(l) processes as given by (3.6) and (3.7) where the distribution of the innovation 
sequence satisjies (3.2) and (3.3). Dejine 
1 and T2,, = i Xt 1 --- - - r=1 x,-, + IX,-,1 I 
where if Xl_, = 0, we take X,/X,_, * l/lX,_,l = fog. Then, for all x > 0 and y > 0, 
il% P[ai’(Tl, - 4~) s -x, ail(TZn - 4) > y] = exp{-c,x* - c,y”} 
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where c, and c2 are as defined in Remark 2. In addition, this limit law remains valid 
for the corresponding statistics f,,, and fz,, formed by replacing X,, X,+, with g,, g,_, 
and starting the lower index at t = 2. 
Proof. Since 
x 1 z, 1 x 1 
----4=x,,-lx,_, and ~ 
xr-I + IX,-,1 
z 1 -_ - - 
X,-l ILlI 4 = x,_, + IX,_,1 
we have from Lemma 3.2 and Remark 2 
P[a;‘(T,.-ti)s-x, ai’(Tzn-4)>~1 
= n%m, al x [O, xl) = 0, rln([O, Yl x LO, ~1) = 01 
+ P[?7([0, al x LO, xl) = O,d[O, VI x [O, al) = 01 
= exp{-c,x” - c2ya}. cl 
Let Yr and YZ be independent random variables with 
Y, - Fi(y) = 1 -exp(-c,y”), y> 0, i = 1,2. 
Then for any a, b such that a + b = 1 we have for 
T, = aT,, + bT2, 
that 
a,‘(T,-~)=a,‘[b(T,,-~)-a(~-T,,)l 
*by,-aY,. 
The choice of a and b = 1 -a which minimizes the asymptotic mean square error, 
E(bY,- au,)*, 
is given by 
r(l+2/LY)C;~‘01+P(1+l/CI)(C*C2)-1’a 
a=r(l+2/a)(C,2’“+C;2’~)+2r2(1+l/a)(c,c2)-””~ 
(3.10) 
Example. Suppose the innovation sequence has density function 
f(x) = ;(t);;;) (1 - X*)a-‘, -l<x<l and CY>O. 
Then (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied with p = q = $. Furthermore, 
a, =2-ln-1/OL 
[ 
T(a + l)T(f) “a 
r(LU +$, 1 
and c, = c2 which implies the optimum choice in (3.10) is a =$. 
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